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Language, Communication, and Socially Situated Cognition in Entrepreneurship

Mitchell, Randolph-Seng, and Mitchell start their commentary on our article by critiquing traditional models of cognition and information processing as offering up largely static theories and accounts of “abstract, disembodied cognitive structures” (p. 774). They hint at the growing body of work on socially situated cognition and embodied cognitive science as a way of removing the shackles of such traditional models and conceiving of a new cognitive agenda in entrepreneurship. We support this turn; indeed, our article (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010) started from many of the same commitments as work on socially situated and embodied cognition (as highlighted by Mitchell et al.). And while we agree with the broad gist of this movement, we also feel that it is important to highlight the role of language and communication in this agenda. Specifically, we believe it is important to recognize the formative role of language in conceptualizing venture opportunities and in influencing stakeholders about the feasibility of a venture, rather than discounting its influence or reducing it to a secondary process or outcome in relation to supposedly more basic cognitive processes at the level of individuals or groups. We unfold this emphasis on two levels: (1) the dynamic and active interrelation between language and thought, labeled sense-making, and (2) the important role of language as a key mediating mechanism or device in influencing the cognitions of others, including, say, investors and other prospective stakeholders of a venture.

SENSEMAKING, OR THINKING-FOR-SPEAKING

A starting point for our article was the importance of embedding entrepreneurs in a social context and recognizing the role of that social environment in creating and justifying opportunities for ventures. Consistent with this approach, we argued that “while the inner thoughts and imaginations of entrepreneurs matter, they are not spoken or even necessarily speakable,” and we should therefore direct our gaze, as researchers, to “the point where . . . ideas take form in the stream of the entrepreneur’s experience, with external speech reconfiguring ideas to fit the demands of spoken language” (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010: 542). The linguist Slobin (1996) calls this “thinking-for-speaking,” which refers to how individuals organize their thinking to meet the demands of linguistic encoding on line, during acts of speaking with others. As he notes, “Whatever else language may do in human thought and action, it surely directs us to attend—while speaking—to the dimensions of experience that are enshrined in grammatical categories” (1996: 71). Within this process, thought and language are intimately and dynamically connected at the point where individuals verbalize their
ideas and, while communicating, articulate them in their speech to others.

Analogies and metaphors also demonstrate this dynamic relationship between language and thought; as inductive forms of reasoning, they are present in language and often characterized as figures of speech, but equally and simultaneously such language reflects cognitive modes of associative thinking and inferencing that may provide the core conceptual idea for a venture. One important consequence of this interrelation is that although basic perceptions and thoughts of entrepreneurs may exist outside of language, there is also overwhelming evidence that language use is formative in scoping and articulating an incipient idea (e.g., see Pinker, 2010). Grammatical language provides, in essence, a tool, both linguistically and cognitively, to pair, rearrange, and recombine words and grammatical constructions. Given that words and grammatical constructions will reference certain basic cognitive categories (e.g., objects, motion, causation, agency, etc.), such pairings and combinations may, as we have argued, present a novel conceptual image or representation of a venture opportunity (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010). One of the recent insights of the embodied cognition framework cited by Mitchell and colleagues is indeed that bodily action (including verbal speech) does not simply express previously formed mental concepts (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010); bodily practices, including language, social interaction, and gesturing, are part and parcel of the very activity in which concepts and conceptualizations are formed (e.g., Cornelissen, Clarke, & Cienki, in press; Gibbs, 2006).

SENSEMAKING AND COMMUNICATION

Another point that we highlighted in our article is that speech, as part of communication in context, presents an important mediating mechanism between individuals, specifically in terms of how they understand each other’s intentions as a situation unfolds. In contexts of communication and social interaction, individuals need to be able to model each other’s evolving and contingent intentions and goals based on perceptible cues, but also primarily by attending to one another’s communicative actions and displays (e.g., Sperber & Wilson, 1995). Because we cannot read each other’s minds directly, this means that “no mind can influence another except via mediating structure” (Hutchins & Hazlehurst, 1995: 4). Externalized speech, once spoken, features as an important mediating mechanism in that it allows individuals to attribute intentions and thoughts to one another, without actually being privy to what someone is effectively thinking. Again, analogies and metaphors play a useful role here in that they encode and articulate novel ideas that entrepreneurs may have in terms of words and larger frames that, when well chosen, are already largely familiar to listeners or recipients (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010).

A further important point here is that individuals, while communicating, do not need to share or even have access to the same knowledge about the venture. Instead, in ongoing processes of communication, individuals generally exploit the built-up “common ground” between them as a resource for understanding and for deriving pragmatic inferences (Clark, 1996). As we suggested in our article, when an entrepreneur gets feedback from stakeholders who display whether they understand and accept the intentions for the venture, it allows the entrepreneur to validate that understanding or to correct it, and this, in turn, has consequences for the way in which the understanding of the venture evolves. One consequence of this is that the conceptual pacts that are agreed on by entrepreneurs and stakeholders, such as seeing the culture of a novel venture as a family (Baker, Miner, & Eesley, 2003), have a strong claim on mutual understanding and any subsequent interactions.

We therefore agree with Mitchell and colleagues that there is value in focusing on the situated communication context and the way in which it affects individual and joint understanding about a venture. But this implies, in our view, a concomitant focus on language and communication-based mechanisms that actually enable and support the creation of individual and joint understanding. In fact, centering on the role of language and communication and its interdependencies with individual and group cognition is one of the fundamental aspects of current psychological and psycholinguistic research on socially situated and embodied cognition (e.g., Gibbs, 2006; Pinker, 2010). Thus, when we erect and advance this agenda in the
entrepreneurship field, we would miss a real opportunity if we did not recognize one of its most fundamental and promising lines of inquiry.
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